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Board’s Report

The Board of Directors of Ashuganj Power Station Company Ltd. has 
the pleasure in presenting to the Honorable Shareholders the 16th 
Annual Report and Audited Financial Statements for the year 2015-16 
together with the report of the Auditors. A review of this report would 
reveal continuous growth of the company amidst competition and 
adversities.
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GLOBAL ECONOMy 

2016 Growth Outlook 

Global growth prospects were stable as risks to the global economic outlook appear to be broadly balanced. advanced economies continue to recover at a 
slow but steady pace, while economic conditions in most emerging market economies are gradually stabilizing. Bold monetary policy stimuli and renewed 
fiscal support in some countries promise to shore up economic growth in the coming quarters. analysts left their 2016 global growth forecast unchanged 
from the previous month at 2.5%. next year, the Consensus view among analysts is that the global economy will pick up momentum and GDp will increase 
2.9%. 

among the major economies, this month’s global outlook for 2016 reflects unchanged GDp growth projections for Canada, Japan and the united States. 
meanwhile, analysts raised the forecasts for the euro area and the united Kingdom as concerns over negative spillovers from the Brexit vote have reduced.

among emerging economies, the outlook for most regions—eastern europe, Latin america and the middle east and north africa—remained unchanged. 
Growth prospects for asia ex-Japan improved as the region is benefiting from still robust dynamics in China, which expanded 6.7% in the first nine months 
of the year. on the contrary, analysts cut the 2016 growth forecast for Sub-Saharan africa as the region continues to be threatened by mounting domestic 
challenges and the slow recovery in commodities prices.

Source: Focus Economics, a Spanish Economic Forecasts from the World’s Leading Economists 

GLOBAL POwER & ENERGy sECTOR

Electricity in 2015 review 

World electricity generation grew by 0.90% in 2015, slightly below the growth of primary energy (1.0%). Growth was down on 2014 (2.4%) and remained 
well below the 10-year trend (2.8%). oeCD electricity grew by 0.2%, after four consecutive years of declining generation. non-oeCD electricity generation 
grew by 1.4%, significantly slower than 2014 (4.9%) and well below the 10-year trend (5.5%). 

the slowdown was most marked in China, the world’s largest electricity generator, with growth of just 0.3% in 2015, compared to 6.7% in 2014. the world‘s 
second largest generator, the uS, posted a decline of 0.1%, and north america was the only region to show a decline in electricity generation (-0.1%). India, 
the third-largest generator, grew by 4.1% to record the largest volumetric growth in generation.
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Growth was slightly up on 2012 (2.2%) but remained below the 10-year trend (3.3%) faster than 2013 (4.3%) but well below the 10-year trend (6.3%). 
electricity generation grew in all regions except europe & euroasia, where it declined by 1.6%. China (+4.0%) and the uS (+0.7%) remain the largest and 
second largest electricity generators, India (+9.6%) is third while russia (+0.5) overtook Japan (-2.4%) in 2014 to take fourth place.

Source: BP, one of the world’s leading integrated oil and gas companies

Source: International Energy Agency 

AN ExTRAORDiNARy yEAR fOR GLOBAL RENEwABLE ENERGy 

It was an extraordinary year for global power generation particularly for renewable energy, with the ever largest global capacity additions seen to date. 
Several developments have been evident in 2015-16 that all have a bearing on renewable energy coupled with a decline in prices of global fossil fuel and 
a sharp increase in attention to energy security and efficiency.

renewable energy has provided an estimated 19.2% of global final energy consumption in 2014 and growth in capacity and generation continued in 
2015. according to a report of World energy Council (September 2016), renewable energy now accounts for over 30% of the total global installed power 
generation capacity and 23% of total global electricity production. an estimated 147 gigawatts (GW) of renewable power capacity was added in 2015-16, 
the largest annual increase ever.

It has been now established as main-stream sources of energy across the globe. Several factors including energy security and environmental concerns, growing 
demand for power & energy, cost competiveness and better access to financing boost such rapid growth in the renewable energy sector.  this growth occurred 
despite tumbling global prices for all fossil fuels, ongoing fossil fuel subsidies, policy and political instability, regulatory barriers and fiscal constraints.

Source: Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Centaury  

DOMEsTiC MACROECONOMiC OUTLOOK
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Bangladesh’s economy is on a stable path with a positive near-term macroeconomic outlook. the latest Bangladesh Development update published from 
World Bank notes declining inflation, rising reserves, contained fiscal deficit and stable public debt. Downside risk persists for the economy regarding 
both domestic and external factors. International competitiveness on both demand and supply sides show a declining trend. Bangladesh needs to sustain 
Gross Domestic product (GDp) and remittances growth, create jobs, contain inflation, and improve the quality of public service delivery to reduce extreme 
poverty and boost shared prosperity.

GDp growth is estimated to be 7.05% in the fy2015-16 from 6.55% in the previous fiscal. this could not have accounted for losses due to political disruptions 
and there is some disconnect with proxy indicators like private credit, nBr revenue growth and imports. remittance growth recovered to 7.7 %. though, 
growth in consumption dominated, the real private investment growth declined. agriculture growth is slower and the private investment rate is stagnant.

Inflation declined to 5.65% in fy2015-16 from 6.4% in the previous fiscal, thanks to declining food inflation. the rural-urban gap in food inflation also 
reduced. aggregate demand management limited inflation volatility while declining international commodity prices helped reduce inflation.

Source: World Bank 

MAjOR MACROECONOMiC iNDiCATORs
•	 GDP	Growth	Rate-	7.05%	
•	 GDP	Per	Capita	Income-	US$	1466	(2015	-16)
•	 Inflation	Rate	(Point	to	Point)-	5.65	%	(2015	-	2016)
•	 Investment	Contribution	to	GDP-	29.38%	(2015	-	2016)
 (public: 07.60%, private: 21.78%) 
•	 FDI	Inflows-	2235.39	Million
•	 Export-	31198.45	Million	US$(FY	2015-16)
•	 Import-	40685.00	Million	US$(FY	2015-16)
•	 Population-1,60,578,266

Source: Bangladesh Investment Department Authority  

POwER SECTOR In BAnglADESH

A Better Year for Power Sector 

Keeping the view of honorable prime minister of Government of Bangladesh Sheikh hasina’s Initiative “electricity for all by 2021”, power sector has 
experienced a significant upward movement. the year 2015 has marked a significant progress in the power sector as compared to the yesteryear by 
implementing various mega power plant projects and a 1357 mW increase in power generation capacity.

the world faces a surge in demand for electricity that is driven by such powerful forces as 
population growth, extensive urbanization, industrialization and the rise in the standard of 
living. Considering this issue as prime focus the present government did not drag its feet 
on what it had been promising since 2009 and went ahead with mega power projects. the 
year	2015	has	ended	with	signing	of	Bangladesh’s	ever	biggest	$12.65	billion	investment	
proposal for the construction of  rooppur nuclear power plant (npp). on march 2016, the 
Government	of	Bangladesh	 inked	a	$2500	million	agreement	with	CMC	 (a	 state	owned	
China power company) in order to construct a 1320mW coal based power plant at paira 
in	Patuakhali	district.	In	April	2016,	the	Government	of	Bangladesh	signed	a	$217	million	
financing agreement with the World Bank to upgrade a unit in the Ghorashal power 
station, which will increase the unit’s existing electricity generation capacity by more than 
double. In additions of these, the Government is going to implement various power plant 
under eCa (export Credit agency) financing project and first track project. 

apart from mega power projects having been set in motion, the country’s power generation capacity has also increased by 1357 mW in the last year while 
the ever highest generation marked 9036 mW as on June 30, 2016. Its total installed power generation capacity touches a new milestone of 15,200 mW (as 
on 31st october, 2016) and honorable prime minister Sheikh hasina has inaugurated the national power Week-2016 along with the celebration program 
for the achievement of 15,200 mW power generation capacity.

moreover the government is putting its emphasis on the transmission and distribution line of the electricity. at present 78% of the population has the 
access to electricity which was only 47% in seven years back. on august-2016, honorable prime minister has inaugurated 100% electrification in six upazila 
and it is expected that 100% electrification in all 465 upazila will be attained by December-2018.  

In this year 2016, Bangladesh India launched exchange of electricity and bandwidth, a very new venture of its nature. In this year, Bangladesh exported 
10 Giga Bite per Second (GBpS) bandwidth from its Cox’s Bazar to tripura’s capital agartala while India started supplying of the 100 mW power from its 
northeastern tripura state to bordering Comilla of Bangladesh. Such power connectivity with the neighbor country added another successful chapter to 
the existing bilateral cooperation in the power sector. 
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In parallel with the implementing of the mega power plant projects, the government has also pay its attention on the maintenance & overhauling of the 
existing plants, ensuring energy security & efficiency, renewable energy, reducing system loss, expanding the transmission & distribution line, digitalization 
in the power sector and so on. accordingly it has allocated tk. 13,062 crore in this sector in the budget 2016-17.

Source: BPDB, Seven Years Achievement of Present Government in Power Sector, Power Division 
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Source: Seven Years Achievement of Present Government in Power Sector 

A MiLEsTONE iN ALTERNATivE fiNANCiNG

APSCL to Collect Tk. 10,000 Million

In the last couple of years, the present government is contemplating to collect fund from capital market and other alternative sources in order to lessen the 
dependency on the investment of government and loan from development agencies. Since the terms and condition of the agreement of the loan taken from 
the donor and development agencies are getting stern day by day, therefore the government is putting more emphasis on the alternative sources of fund.

on this ground, the present government has taken its decision in order to collect fund from capital market by issuing bond worth of tk. 10,000 million for ashuganj power 
Station Company Ltd. this fund will be collected in order to implement the projects having total capacity 1350mW. ICB Capital management has been appointed as the lead 
arranger by this time. a final decision has already been taken in order to collect tk. 5,000 million by private and tk. 1,000 million by public placement. the remaining tk. 4,000 
million will fully or partly be collected from capital market by issuing bond. the interest rate for this bond has been determined nearly 9% p.a.  

The Success Stories
Seven Year’s Achievement in Power Sector 

particulars 2009 october 31,  2016

number of power plant 27 107

power Generation Capacity  (including captive power) 4,942 mW 15,200 mW

maximum power Generation 3,268 mW 9036 mW (as on 30-June-16)

population access to electricity 47% 78%

per Capita Generation  (including captive power) 220 Kwh 407 Kwh

electricity Consumer no. 1.08 Crore 2.23 Crore

Distribution System Loss 16.85% 13.10%

allocation in aDp 2677 Crore 16,040 Crore

Source: Power Division; last update 09.11.2016

New Power PlaNt (iN Mw)
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fUTURE GENERATiON PLAN Of ThE COMPANiEs UNDER POwER DivisiON:

Source: Seven Years Achievement of Present Government in Power Sector  Source: BPDB

APSCL’s Performance in FY2015-16

the state owned ashuganj power Station Company Limited (the erstwhile ashuganj power Station Complex), started its voyage in 1970, the first mover in 
pioneering power generation in Bangladesh. through its journey of more than four decades it experienced amazing highs and several curious twists. over 
the years, the company paints a truly inspirational development by successfully commissioning twelve (12) units in its fleets while one (1) more project is 
expected to be commissioned by this fiscal. In the fy-2015-16, the company witnessed a brisk workflow of its three projects (1125mW) which makes the 
surface of apSCL a bustle thoroughfare. off these projects, 225mW CCpp & 450mW CCpp (South) projects have been commissioned on December 2015 and 
July 2016 respectively while 450mW CCpp (north) project is expected to be commissioned to its full capacity by June 2017.

In addition of these projects, apSCL has undertaken one aDB & IDB financed project namely 400mW (east) which will cost approximately tk. 2931.36 crore. 
the tender of this project has opened on august 17, 2016 while rfp received on July 12, 2016. moreover it also undertake 1320 mW Coal Based Super 
thermal power plant at patuakhali of Barishal Division. the site of this project has already been selected while land acquisition, feasibility study, Social 
Impact assessment (SIa) & environmental Impact assessment (eIa) work is going on.

operating Performance: During the fy 2015-16, the company supplied 4,393.39 million Kwh of electricity into the national grid which is 10.23% more than 
that of the previous period. In the considering period, the company earned tk. 8,413.06 million which is 18.58% more than that of the period. accordingly 
fuel cost has increased by 9.71% in the said period as against corresponding period of the previous fiscal. 
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months amount in BDt amount in Kwh amount in BDt

Total Revenue Fuel Cost Supplied Electricity Per Unit Revenue Per Unit Fuel Cost

15-Jul  666,799,458  334,461,463  365,415,323 1.82 0.92

15-aug  674,941,156  352,469,567  379,508,921 1.78 0.93

15-Sep  603,897,870  286,570,456  307,696,377 1.96 0.93

15-oct  645,755,766  351,608,573  382,058,597 1.69 0.92

15-nov  613,676,838  343,224,924  374,191,492 1.64 0.92

15-Dec  831,031,489  373,992,103  353,251,742 2.35 1.06

16-Jan  869,091,069  362,319,029  418,215,060 2.08 0.87

16-feb  856,104,045  347,260,017  407,938,004 2.10 0.85

16-mar  891,466,484  371,974,000  455,999,286 1.95 0.82

16-apr  747,033,921  304,605,351  338,194,045 2.21 0.90

16-may  511,437,342  288,486,487  303,837,924 1.68 0.95

16-Jun  501,828,807  281,426,792  307,088,421 1.63 0.92

Total  8,413,064,246  3,998,398,762  4,393,395,192 1.91 0.91
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In this period, the simple cycle (144mW) of newly commissioned 225mW CCpp had been in operation for about six months (July 2015 to 9th December , 2015) 
and combined cycle (225mW) of this plant had been in operation for four months (January 2016 to 8th april, 2016). afterwards due to the repair of Gt Blade 
of 225mW CCpp this plant has been out of operation since 8th april, 2016. all the other six (6) units (unit-2,3,4,5, Gt-2 & 50mW Ge) had been in operation 
during the whole period (July 2015 to June 2016). It is here to mention that, though the 450mW CCpp (South) project has been commissioning on December 
2015 but as it has not came into commercial operation (CoD) during the period. therefore net generation from this project has not been included in this 
period. Considering the overall net generation, revenue and fuel cost, per unit revenue & fuel cost is tk. 1.91 & tk. 0.91 respectively in this period. 

225MW CCPP: on 8th april 2016, as per the epC (engineering, procurement, and Construction) requirement, 225mW CCpp has taken into shut down for 
six days for mI (minor Inspection) after 8400 eoh (effective operating hour). mI was done by Gt oem (original equipment manufacturer) Siemens under 
supervision of epC (Consortium of hyundai engineering Co. Ltd. & Daewoo International Corporation). During this mI, damages in blades & vanes of the Gt 
(Gas turbine) of this plant has been found. after further inspection, oem Siemens fact finding team submitted its finding. as per its findings, Gt Blades & 
vanes were damaged from liberated (broken) screws & nuts from combustion chamber. afterwards apSCL & epC has taken different necessary measures 
in order to make the plant in operation at its earliest possible time and finally Gt blades & vanes repair works was done successfully by Gt oem Siemens. 
following the completion of Gt repair works, testing & commissioning Gt had been started on 15th September, 2016 and St on 2nd october, 2016 at its full 
load.   

450MW CCPP (South): the work of this project was started on march 2013 while performance test completed by the epC (engineering, procurement, and 
Construction) contractor CtI (Consortium of tSK electronica Spain, Inelectra International, Sweden) on 22nd June 2016. afterwards the plant came into CoD 
(Commercial Date of operation) on 22nd July 2016 with a maximum loan of 403mW. after few days, damper of CCpp & hydrogen Leakage on generator had 
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found on 25th november 2016 & 30th november respectively. Due to the repair of this works the plant was in shut down from 27th november 2016 to 30th 
november, 2016.

Financial Performance: the financial position of the company for the period 2015-16 is demonstrated below:

particulars 2014-15 2015-16 % Increase/(Decrease)

Sales 7,094,702,639 8,413,064,246 18.58%

fuel Cost 3,644,633,696 3,998,398,762 9.71%

Depreciation expense 1,766,923,120 2,630,201,526 48.86%

operating profit 552,855,273 717,907,435 29.85%

net profit after tax 367,634,407 240,617,081 -34.55%

In the fy2015-16, the company earned tk. 8,413.06 million from sales of electricity which is 18.58% more than that of the previous period. Such increase in 
sales is mainly attributed to the inclusion of the generation of the simple cycle (144mW) of 225mW CCpp for six months (July 2015 to December 2015) and 
combined cycle (225mW) for four months (January 2016 to april 2016). however due to the turbine blade breakdown of 225mW CCpp plant on april 2016, 
this plant has been out of operation since april-2016. had the plant 225mW CCpp been fully operated in this period, then the sales revenue would be much 
better. apart from the regular income from sales of electricity, the company earned tk. 66.79 million as income from dividend from united ashuganj power 
Generation Co. Ltd. (in which apSCL holds 29% share) during this period.  

on the cost side, fuel cost has been increased by 9.71% during this period following the increase in generation. In this period, depreciation expense has been 
increased significantly (48.86%) since the depreciation on the project cost of 225mW CCpp has been included in the operation & maintenance expenses 
from this period. In line with this the interest expense against the eCa loan of this project has been incurred during this period which consequently 
increases interest expenses significantly (244.87%). all these factors impacts on the decline of net profit after tax by 34.55% during this period. 

particulars 2014-15 2015-16 % Increase/(Decrease)

total asset 77,516,624,833 90,719,006,926 17.03%

total Liability 61,538,646,486 74,533,486,499 21.12%

total equity 15,977,978,347 16,185,520,427 1.30%

net fixed asset 19,839,586,457 18,071,893,749 -8.91%

Capital Work in progress 52,072,056,996 64,641,417,311 24.14%

Current asset 5,083,144,790 7,638,066,633 50.26%

Current Liability 2,116,362,792 2,327,370,864 9.97%

Cash & Bank Balances 1,385,732,416 3,542,819,398 155.66%

In the fy2015-16, cash & bank balances of the company has been increased significantly (155.66%). as per the Cta (Common term agreement) of the eCa 
loan of 225mW CCpp & 450mW CCpp (South) project, apSCL will have to maintain a certain amount in the DSa & DSra account. this mandatory deposit 
leads to an increase in the cash & bank balances during this period. moreover stocks & stores and accounts receivable have been increased by 31.12% & 
4% respectively in this period. apSCL is implementing some new projects during this considering period. all the cost incurred in these projects during 
this period has been charged as capital works-in-progress. therefore capital work in progress has increased by 24.14% in this period. on the other hand 
deferred expenditure & other receivable-fDr have been decreased by 29.55% & 52.90% respectively in the considering period. all these variables on the 
asset side have been impacted on total asset positively by 17.03% in this period. 

During the considering period, apSCL took tk. 3,280.00 million loan from BpDB. moreover foreign loan (aDB & IDB Loan) and eCa Loan (CeSCe facilities, 
hermeS facilities, mIGa facilities, onDD facilities & K-Sure facilities) has been increased by 62.80% & 8.49% respectively during this period. In this period 
outstanding liabilities have been increased by 10.40% following the increase in liabilities for withholding tax, fuel cost payable and accounts payable. these 
variables consequently lead to an increase in total Liability by 21.12% in this period.
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fiNANCiAL RATiOs

the main financial ratios of the company has been portrayed below with comparison of the previous period 

particulars 2014-15 2015-16

Gross profit margin 21.45% 19.13%
operating profit margin 7.79% 8.53%
net profit margin 5.18% 2.86%
return on net fixed assets 1.85% 1.33%
return on equity 2.30% 1.49%
Current ratio  2.40:1  3.28:1 
Quick ratio 1.98:1 2.78:1
Debt equity ratio 3.08 3.83
Debt Service Coverage ratio 3.5 2.18
accounts receivable ratio 2.82 2.98
average Collection period 4.26 4.03

 

PROfiT APPROPRiATiON 

During 2015-16 the company’s net profit amounted to tk. 240.61 million compare to BDt 367.63 million in the year 2014-15. however the company needs 
adequate funds for uninterrupted progress of the project as well as for future growth. Keeping this in view the Directors would like to report the company’s 
financial result for the year ended 30 June 2016 with the recommendation for appropriation as follows:

particulars 2014-15 2015-16

net profit Before tax 467,634,407 318,963,556

Income tax expense 100,000,000 78,346,475

profit for appropriation 367,634,407 240,617,081

no. of Share 66,150,000 66,150,000

earning per Share (epS) 5.56 3.64

CONTRiBUTiON TO ThE NATiONAL ExChEQUER & ThE ECONOMy:

electricity is one of the main driving forces of the economy and it has a diversified use and multiplier effect in the economy. Significantly in the 
development of industrialization, electricity as fuel has no other alternative. In the fy 2015-16, apSCL has added 4,393.39 mln Kwh electricity 
to the national grid. this addition has contributed significantly in enhancing industrial production and providing more job opportunities 
throughout the country. During the reporting year ended June 2016, apSCL collected tk. 203.44 million as vat and tk. 165.77 million as Income 
tax on behalf of the Government and deposited the same into the Government treasury. In the reporting period, apSCL also paid tk. 413.76 
million as CD vat.

particulars 2014-15 2015-16

vat 16,835,638 203,444,825

CD vat 1,675,480,629 413,761,337

Income tax 53,236,179 165,770,486

Total 1,745,552,446 782,976,648
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siGNifiCANCE vARiANCE BETwEEN QUARTERLy AND ANNUAL fiNANCiAL sTATEMENTs:
no significant variations have occurred between quarterly and annual financial statements during the considering period. 

CORPORATE AND fiNANCiAL REPORTiNG fRAMEwORK:

the law requires that the financial statements of the company 
should be prepared in accordance to the prescribed format given 
by International financial reporting Standard (IfrS) as adopted by 
ICaB and Bangladesh financial reporting Standards (BfrS). this has 
been completely followed to fairly present the financial position 
and performance of the company. While preparing the financial 
statements, the following points were considered 
•	 Selection	 of	 suitable	 accounting	 policies	 and	 then	 applying	

them consistently
•	 Making	 judgments	 and	 estimates	 that	 are	 reasonable	 and	

prudent
•	 Ensuring	that	the	financial	statements	have	been	prepared	in	

accordance with Bangladesh financial reporting Standards. 
•	 Preparing	 the	 financial	 statements	 in	 an	 ongoing	 concerns	

basis unless it is appropriate to presume that the company will 
no continue in business. 

proper accounting records have been kept so that at any given point the financial position of the company is reflected with reasonable accuracy, which will 
enable them to ensure that its financial statements comply with Companies act 1994 and other required regulatory authorities. 

shAREhOLDiNG iNfORMATiON:

name of Shareholders representative number of Share

BpDB 66,147,098

power Division Secretary, power Division 1,900

energy & mineral resource Division Secretary, energy & mineral resource Division 1

finance Division Secretary, finance Division 1,000

planning Division Secretary, planning Division 1

Total 66,150,000

Board of Directors: the present Directors of the company comprising 12 numbers. out of the 4 numbers of Directors selected from (a) persons specialized 
in generation of electricity, (b) consumers, (c) business community and (d) persons specialized in finance. the managing Director is the ex-officio member 
of the Board and other 7 Directors will be elected by shareholders among themselves. the name of the Directors of the company and the biographical 
details are shown on page 14.
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DiRECTORs’ MEETiNG AND ATTENDANCE:

Present Board of Directors:

Sl. no. name & Designation no of meeting attended

1.  

Dr. Ahmad Kaikaus
Chairman
Ashuganj Power Station Company Limited (APSCL)
And
Secretary 
Power Division, Ministry of Power Energy and Mineral Resources
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh

15

2.  
Mr. Khaled Mahmood
Chairman, BPDB 6

3.  
Dr. Md. Quamrul Ahsan
Professor, Dept. of Electrical & Electronic Eng., BUET 15

4.  
Mr.  Mamtaz Uddin Ahmed
Professor, Dhaka University & Ex-President, ICMAB 17

5.  
Mr. Sheikh Faezul Amin, PEng.
Joint Secretary (Development), Power Division 14

6.  
Mr. Md. Mukammel Hoque   
Deputy Secretary, Energy & Mineral Res. Division 18

7.  
Mr. S.M. Tarikul Islam
Director, Prime Minister’s Office 16

8.  
Mr. Kamal Ahmed
Managing Partner, BENFISH 17

9.  
Mr. Abul Baser Khan
Member (P & D), BPDB. 6

10.  
Mr. Abu Alam Chowdhury
Ex Vice-president, FBCCI. 6

11.  
Mr. Md. Anwarul Islam 
Member (Generation), BPDB. 0

12.  
Mr. A M M  Sazzadur Rahman
Managing Director, APSCL 19

Retired Board of Director 

Sl. no. name & Designation no of meeting attended

1.  Mr. Md. Anwar Hossain 4

2.  Mr. Khandker Maksudul Hassan 11

3.  Mr. Md. Shamsul Hasan Miah 7

4.  Mr. A B M Mizanur Rahman 10

5.  Mr. Md. Shamsul Haque 11

6.  Mr. A. T. M Zahirul Islam Majumder 12
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ELECTiON Of DiRECTORs: 

In terms of articles of 125 & 126 of the articles of association of the Company the Directors subject to retire by rotation every year shall be those who have 
been longest in office since their last election. one third of the Directors shall retire from the Board at this annual General meeting and they are being 
eligible, offer themselves for re-election. 

BOARD COMMiTTEEs 

Audit Committee: 
the company has an audit Committee with an established charter comprising the following members: 

prof. mamtaz uddin ahmed Chairman

mr. md. mukammel hoque member

mr. S.m. tarikul Islam member

mr. Kamal ahmed member

the Committee holds 14 meetings in the year 2015-16. a detail 
of activities of the audit Committee has been provided in the 
audit Committee report.

Recruitment & Promotion Committee: the Company has 
a recruitment & promotion committee with an established 
charter comprising the following members

Dr. ahmad Kaikaus Chairman

mr. Khaled mahmood member

mr. md. anwarul Islam member

mr. a m m Sazzadur rahman member

the Committee holds 6 meetings in the year 2015-16

Procurement Review Committee:  the Company has a 
procurement review Committee with an established charter 
comprising the following members

Dr. md. Quamrul ahsan Chairman

mr. Sheikh faezul amin member

mr. abul Baser Khan member

mr. md. abu alam Chowdhury member

the Committee holds 12 meetings in the year 2015-16
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Steering Committee: the Steering Committee oversees the project 
progress and guides to solve the project related problems. the committee 
is formed with following five members: 

Dr. ahmad Kaikaus Chairman

mr. Khaled mahmood member

mr. md. mukammel hoque member

mr. S.m. tarikul Islam member

mr. a m m Sazzadur rahman member

APPOiNTMENT Of AUDiTOR:

pursuant to section 210 the Company’s act 1994. the Company’s statutory 
auditors m/S Sf ahmed & Co. Chartered accountants will retire at the 16th 
annual General meeting as auditors of the Company. the Chartered firm 
has audited apSCL in the last four consecutive years. the retiring auditors 
are eligible for re-appointment and have expressed their willingness to 
continue for the year 2016-17 at a fee of tk. 1,50,000.00.

BUsiNEss RisK AND UNCERTAiNTiEs: 

the Directors consider that the following risks and uncertainty   are running 
with the plant:

•	 Average	age	of	the	plant	is	more	than	28	years.
•	 Overall	thermal	efficiency	&	reliability	is	not	up	to	the	mark.
•	 De-rating of apSCL’s facility is real threat and risk for steady revenue earning.
•	 A	 large	 overloaded	 grid	 substation	within	 APSCL’s	 premises	 is	 also	 a	

business risk.

therefore, apSCL’s challenges are:
•	 Timely	payment	of	huge	debt	service
•	 Replacement	of	old	inefficient	outlived	plants.
•	 Implementation	of	new	projects.
•	 Increase	of	station	power	generating	capacity.
•	 Increase	of	overall	thermal	efficiency.

fiNANCiAL RisK MANAGEMENT:
the company has exposures to the following risks from its use of financial 
instruments:
•	 Credit	risk	
•	 Liquidity	risk	
•	 Market	risk	

the Board has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight 
of the company’s risk management framework. they Board oversees how 
management monitors compliance with risk management policies and 
procedures and reviews the adequacy of the risk management framework 
in relation to risk faced by the company. the Board is assisted in its 
oversight role by audit Committee, undertakes both regular and ad hoc 
reviews of risk management controls and procedures, the results of which 
are reported to the audit Committee. 

Credit Risk: Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the company if a customer 
or counterparty fails to meet its contractual obligations. the company’s 
sales are made to Bangladesh power Development Board (BpDB) under the 
conditions of long term power purchase agreement (ppa). Sales made to that 
entity are fully secured by Letters of Credit issued by local scheduled banks.

liquidity Risk: Liquidity risk is the risk that the company will not be able 
to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. the company’s approach 
to managing liquidity is to ensure as far as possible that it will always have 
sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities when due, under both normal 
and stressed conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses or risking 
damage to the company’s reputation. typically management ensures that 
it has sufficient cash and cash equivalent to meet expected operational 
expenses, including the servicing of financial obligation through 
preparation of cash forecast, prepared based of time line of payment of the 
financial obligation and accordingly arrange for sufficient fund to make the 
expected payment within due date. 

Market Risk: market risk is the risk that changes in market forces such as 
foreign exchanges rates and interest rate that will affect the company’s 
income or value of its holding of financial instruments. the objectives of 
market risk management are to manage and control market risk exposures 
within acceptable parameters, while optimizing the return. apSCL has 
already taken necessary measures such as interest rate SWap and foreign 
exchange rate SWap in order to address such market risk.  

GOiNG CONCERN: 

While approving the financial statement, the Directors have made appropriate 
enquires and analyzed significant operating and indicative financials which 
enabled them to understand the ability of the company to continue its operations 
for a foreseeable future. the Directors are convinced and gave reasonable 
expectation that the company has adequate resources and legal instruments to 
continue its operations without interruptions. therefore the company adopted 
the going concern basis in preparing these financial statements.

CORPORATE GOvERNANCE

Corporate governance is the system of internal controls and procedure   by 
which an individual company   is managed.   the primary   role of corporate   
governance   is played by the Board of Directors.    the   Board   formulates    
the   vision,   mission,    objectives   and   strategic    goals.   the management’s     
role is to execute   those   directives   in a professional    manner.   the   
corporate structure of apSCL is depicted in below:

CORPORATE sOCiAL REsPONsiBiLiTy: 

Besides its normal activity of operation and maintenance of existing power 
plants and installation of new ones, the Company operates a high School, 
a training Centre, a medical Center and a mosque, one officers’ Club, one 
employees Club a maktab and a temple. all these are financially supported 

Shareholders

Board of Directors

Management

Operational Management

Board Committees

Management Commitees
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by the Company. the high School is operated by the company.the school 
is affiliated by the Comilla Secondary & higher Secondary education Board. 
Students from Baby Group to Class x study in this school. the School is run 
by a group of experienced teaching Staff. It is worth full here to mention 
that about 40% of the total student of this school comes from the adjacent 
areas and villages. In this way apSCL make a valuable contribution in the 
sector of education of this area. the medical Centre is run by the company. 
there are one Senior medical officer (mBBS) & two medical officers (mBBS)-
one male & one female, four nurses (Diploma) and one female attendant. 
they provide medical services such as antenatal checkup, epI vaccination, 
Blood sugar check, eCG, nebulization and many other emergency services to 
the employees and their family members at the medical Center. there is an 
ambulance with fully equipped modern facilities in the medical center. the 
water used for steam generation is discharged after its uses through discharge 
channel which are further used for irrigation in the local area in the dry season. 
It is known that about 36,000 acres of land of ashuganj are irrigated by this 
water at free of cost. apart from these, the infrastructures of apSCL’s surface 
areas like road, bridge, drainage system, footpath etc are constructed and 
maintained by its authority whose beneficiary are the mass people of this area. 
By this way apSCL took part in the development of this area.

NATiONAL iNTEGRiTy sTRATEGy (Nis)

the present Government of Bangladesh is committed to establish 
democracy, the rule of law, human rights, freedom of citizens as embodied 
in the Constitution, equality and justice in the country. In this view the 
present government has undertaken national Integrity Strategy (nIS) 
which is a comprehensive set of goals, strategies and action plans aimed at 
increasing the level of independence to perform, accountability, efficiency, 
transparency and effectiveness of state and non-state institutions in a 
sustained manner over a period of time. the integrity system comprises 
both State and non-state institutions. In order to implement this strategy 
the management of apSCL has also taken several measurements such 
as accountability, transparency, efficiency, effectiveness, delegation of 
authority, right to information and so on. 

hUMAN REsOURCE MANAGEMENT: 

efficient manpower is the pre-requisite for development of any 
organization. Success of this organization depends on qualified and skill 
manpower for right post. apSCL  is performing  the task with  due  care  
and  integrity  to  increase  the  efficiency of  the plant  through  appropriate 
maintenance  and operation.  already computerized attendance and 
access control system (finger print) and customized personnel information 
system have been adopted in the company. to introduce human resource 
Information system, Software development work is running.

hUMAN REsOURCEs POLiCy & PROCEDURE AND 
ORGANizATiONAL sTRUCTURE

apSCL has a hr policy & procure manual which is widely known as Service 
rules. however there is a great deal of information and policy that is not 
included in this service rule. thus the management of the company has 
decided to undertake a review of the existing structure and functions that 
take into account the core functions of the key players of the company and 
the comprehensive relationship between the supervisor and supervisee. 

In this regard apSCL has inked an agreement with ernst and young LLp (a 
Kolkata based Consultancy firm) on february 02, 2016 to provide certain 

consulting services for review & update of human resources policy & 
procedure and organizational Structure of the Company. the contract 
price of these services was negotiated tk. 52.52 lac and the first kick off 
meeting was held on february 13, 2016. the intended completion time 
was 75 days following the first kick off meeting. the consultant firm has 
already done its job and accordingly placed its report to the management 
of apSCL. 

sECURiTy sTRENGTh:

apSCL is a KpI area. moreover some new (225mW CCpp, 450mW CCpp –
South, 450mW CCpp –north, 400mW –east) projects are implementing here. 
the projects are implemented by the foreign contractors. therefore there 
are many foreign people employed in these projects. the security of these 
foreign people is one of the key issue for apSCL authority. moreover the local 
administration are also concerned in this regard. as apSCL is a KpI area and in 
order to strengthen the security of this KpI area and the foreigners employed 
here, apSCL authority with the assistance of the local administration take 
necessary initiatives. on this context, apSCL deployed 171 persons in total for 
strengthen its security system. 

•	 APSCL	Security	Officer	–	2
•	 APSCL	Security	Guard	–	32
•	 Army	–	22
•	 Police	–	30
•	 Ansar	–	85

In addition of this, approval has already got on 23rd november 2016 to 
deploy 24 more army for providing security at 450mW CCpp (South) & 
450mW CCpp (South) premises. 
the security providing area are:

a. existing 8 units ( unit 1-5, Gt-2, 50mW Ge & 225mW CCpp) 
b. 450mW CCpp (South) & 450mW CCpp (north)
c. residential area of the foreigner employed in the on projects 
d.  officer & Staff residential area 
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Security Measurements 
•	 Issuance	of	visitor	card	
•	 CC	TV	Camera	at	45	different	points
•	 Security	Watch	Tower	
•	 8	Feet	boundary	wall	&	2.5	feel	barbed	wire.		
•	 Archway	Gate
•	 Hand	Held	Metal	Detector
•	 Guard	Patrol	Monitoring	System
•	 Vehicle	Search	Mirror
•	 Walkie	Talkie
•	 Fingerprint	Machine	&	Magnetic	Lock
•	 Fire	fighting	&	safety	measures

hUMAN REsOURCE DEvELOPMENT: 

training is the most essential element for improving efficiency of 
the employees in the today’s competitive world. In order to improve 
productivity of the company’s manpower, the company is continuously 
providing formal and informal training to its employees at every level for at 
least 50 man-hours per year. It has a full-fledged training center headed by 
manager (hrD) to implement the training programs.

hEALTh, sAfETy & ENviRONMENT:

Integrated Management System (IMS) Policy

aShuGanJ poWer StatIon Company LImIteD (apSCL) has incorporated 
Integrated management System complying requirements of ISo 9001: 
2008, ISo 14001: 2004 and BS ohSaS 18001: 2007 and commits itself to the 
following health, Safety and environment policies: 

Environmental

ashuganj power Station Company Limited (apSCL), aware of their social 
responsibility, sensitive to the global environment protection efforts, 
and according to the apSCL, considers their mission to contribute to the 
sustainable development of the country. Continuous improvement, waste 
minimization, pollution prevention, as well as the commitment of the 
employees will be the basis for the implementation of this policy. therefore, 
apSCL commits to: 
•	 Practice	 environmental	 management	 as	 a	 dynamic,	 evolutionary	

process, and with permanent feedback.
•	 Seek	full	compliance	with	legislation,	applicable	standards,	and	other	

requirements, resulting from agreements signed by the organization, 
and wherever possible, overcome them.

•	 Minimize	 any	 significant	 adverse	 environmental	 impacts	 of	 new	
developments using integrated environmental management 
procedures and planning

•	 Provide	the	sites	with	adequate	facilities,	aiming	at	the	environmental	
protection, associated with adequate employee-workplace 
environment integration.

•	 Implement	generation	techniques	and	use	of	resources	that	judiciously	
minimize the generation of waste that is hazardous to the environment.

•	 Encourage	the	adoption	of	these	principles	by	suppliers,	partners	and	
service providers.

•	 Disseminate	 this	 policy	 by	 educating	 and	 training	 employees,	 and	
encourage them to conduct their activities in an environmentally 
responsible manner.

Occupational Health Protection and Safety

ashuganj power Station Company Limited (apSCL) strongly believes that 
the achievement of organizational success must be accompanied by a 
resolute commitment towards the health and safety to all of its employees. 
apSCL commits itself to the following occupational health protection and 
Safety policy. 

•	 Ensure	a	healthy	and	safe	work	environment	to	employees	and	provide	
resources for awareness, preliminary risk evaluation, training and 
monitoring of health and accident risks.

•	 Ensure	consistency	of	APSCL’s	health	and	safety	procedures	with	 the	
relevant legislative requirements, other requirements to which apSCL 
subscribes and introduce necessary additional requirements to make 
certain of a safe and healthy workplace. 

•	 Incorporate	 occupational	 health	 and	 safety	 considerations	 in	 the	
planning stage of product and process design.

•	 Continually	 strive	 to	 eliminate	 any	 foreseeable	 hazards,	 which	 may	
result in property damage, accidents, or personal injury/illness.

•	 Continually	improve	in	OH&S	management	and	OH&S	performance
•	 Be	 prepared	 for	 emergencies	 and	 act	 promptly	 to	 eliminate	 their	

resulting incidents/accidents.

aiming at ensuring the implementation of the actions related to meet the 
system requirements, organizational issues are dealt with by management 
representative supported by the Deputy management representatives 
of Quality management, environmental management and occupational 
health protection and Safety management. a periodic review ensures 
the suitability of this policy, relevancy and appropriateness to the apSCL 
objectives, as well as to their activities and services.   

ENviRONMENT CONsERvATiON AND CLEANLiNEss

ashuganj power  Station  is aware  of  the impact  of  uses of  chemicals,  
lubricating  oil, transformer oil & water  discharge  to the river. all the 
issues are mitigated with proper measures.  the power Station and its 
residential area is always kept clean.  on other hand, there are different 
types of environment friendly trees the care of which are taken constantly.  
moreover, new trees of different types are planted on the land of the power 
Station every year. 

iNfORMATiON TEChNOLOGy:

In  line with  Government’s  plan  to build  digital Bangladesh,  the apSCL  
has been  striving to automate  all of its operational  activities. this would 
help to achieve operational efficiency, cost control, reliability, transparency 
and overall a good management system for the organization. the mIS & ICt 
activities of the organization are:
•	 Operational	Information	Management	System	(OIMS)
•	 KPI	Monitoring	System	
•	 Human	Resources	Information	System	(HRIS)
•	 Training	Management	System
•	 Digital	Dashboard
•	 Stores	Management	System
•	 Attendance	&	Access	Control	
•	 Patrol	Guard	Monitoring	System
•	 Dedicated	Video	Conferencing	System
•	 Video	Surveillance	System	and	Project	Site	Monitoring	System
•	 LAN,	WAN,	Internet,	Intranet,	Wi-Fi	Zones
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PROjECTs iN PROGREss:  

name of the project ashuganj 225mW Combined Cycle power plant

PROjECT HIGHLIGHTS
Combined cycle power plant with a gas turbine unit and a steam turbine unit making it more efficient than existing 
plant. It will meet a part of the growing demand of electricity.

ESTIMATED COST OF THE PROjECT 256.00 million uSD

PROjECT FINANCED BY eCa Backed financing, 192.9 million uSD 

LEAD ARRANGER Standard Chartered Bank 

CONTRACTOR the Consortium of hyundai engineering Co. Ltd. (hyunDaI) and Daewoo International Corporation (DWI)

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT 17th february, 2013

COMMERCIAL OPERATION DATE 27th april, 2015 (Simple Cycle) and 10th December 2015 (Combined Cycle)

PHYSICAL PROGRESS
·       CoD of Simple Cycle achieved on 27th april, 2015

·       Combined Cycle performance test completed.

FINANCIAL PROGRESS
Total Financial Progress is 84.75%

BDt 17,827.00 million has been spent (up to 30 June  2016)

name of the project ashuganj 450mW Combined Cycle power plant (South)

NAME OF THE PROjECT: ashuganj 450mW Combined Cycle power plant (South)

PROjECT HIGHLIGHTS:
Single shaft Combined cycle power plant with a gas turbine unit and a steam turbine unit making it more efficient 
than existing plant. It will meet a part of the growing demand of electricity.

ESTIMATED COST OF THE PROjECT: total BDt: 3792 Crores

PROjECT FINANCED BY: eCa backed finance, 420 million uSD

LEAD ARRANGER hSBC Bank 

CONTRACTOR: Consortium of tSK electronica Spain, Inelectra International, Sweden

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT: march, 2013

 COMMERCIAL OPERATION DATE:  18/07/2016

PHYSICAL PROGRESS:

wORK DOnE: JUlY 2015

·       foundation 100% completed. 

·       auxiliary cooling Water pipeline 100% Completed 

·       Installation  of Gas pipe line, fromvS-3to proposed rmS has been completed, 

·       hydraulic test of Ip feed water, hp Bypass Spray, Ip Discharge hydaulic has been completed.

·       pipe line of fire fighting pump has been completed.

·       CW pipe line installation 75% completed. 

·       Wtp Civil Works has been 100% Completed.

wORK DOnE BY JUlY 2016:
·    Combined Cycle performance test has been completed on 22/06/2016

·    Steam turbine has been synchronized with Gas turbine on 23/05/2016.

·    1st firing of Gas turbine done and synchronized to national grid on 15 th December, 2015.

·    CoD on 18/07/2016 and declared on 22/07/2016.

FINANCIAL PROGRESS: total financial progress is 95% upto September 2016.
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name of the project: ashuganj 450 mW Combined Cycle power plant (north) project

project highlights:
Government of the people’s republic of Bangladesh already has declared that electricity for all within 2021. to 
achieve the goals, apSCL has taken this initiative to enhance the generation of power.

estimated cost of the project: BDt 3400.02 Crore

project financed by:
asian Development Bank-228 million uSD, Islamic Development Bank-200 million uSD, Government of Bangladesh-
BDt 353 crore & apSCL own fund-BDt 51 Crore

Consultant: fichtner Gmbh & Co. KG Germany in associates with murshed associate Ltd. 

Contractor the Consortium of tecnicas reunidas S.a. & tSK electronica y eletricidad S.a., Spain.

Date of Commencement: 2-apr-14

Date of completion: Simple Cycle: January-03, 2017; Combined Cycle: June-03, 2017 

physical progress

wORK DOnE BY JUlY 2016:

·       CW outfall structure is completed.

·       administration Building structure erection is completed.

·       fire fighting pumps Building structure has been completed.

·       GIS Building has been completed.

·       turbine Building Steel Structure erection is completed.

·       auxiliary Building Steel Structure erection is completed.

·       hrSG completed

·       the turbines (St+Gt) and Generator alignment is completed.

·       fire fighting / Service Water tank erection is completed.

·       GIS Building hvaC installation is completed.

·       transformers erection is completed.

wORK In PROgRESS:

·       undergrounds execution.

·       Steel Structure fabrication and erection of the Gas Compressors Building 

·       Singleshaft erection thermal Insulation and enclosures installation. 

·       Bop piping prefabrication and erection.

·       GIS erection.

·       electrical and I&C Cable laying and Connection.

·       Instruments Installation.

total overall physical progress achieved is 56.87% up to June 2016

financial progress:

Total Financial Progress is 47.12% up to June 2016

BDt 16,021.49 million has already been spent up to 30 June 2016.

Total Financial Progress is 52.69% up to September 2016.

BDt 17,915.17 million has already been spent up to 30 September 2016.
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name of the project ashuganj 400 (±5%) mW Combined Cycle power plant  (east)

PROjECT HIGHLIGHTS:
Combined cycle power plant to effective & efficient utilization of natural gas by replacing of old inefficient power plant. It will narrow the ever 
increasing gap between the demand and supply of electricity through gas based low cost generation in the north east zone of the country It will 
accelerate to meet the vision of the Government i.e. to ensure quality power for all in 2021. 

ESTIMATED COST OF THE PROjECT: BDt. 2,931.36 Crore 

PROjECT FINANCED BY:

aDB-113.83  million uSD,
IDB-189.95 million uSD,
GoB  420.69 Crore BDt, & 
apSCL BDt 152.40 Crore.

CONTRACTOR: not applicable

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT: not applicable

COMMERCIAL OPERATION DATE: not applicable

PHYSICAL PROGRESS: not applicable

FINANCIAL PROGRESS: not applicable

REMARKS: 

 International tender notice (1st Stage) published in international newspaper on 12th may 2016 for the selection of epC contractor. 
 on 17th august 2016, total 21 (twenty one) Bids received from Bidders. the technical evaluation (1st Stage) is going on. 
 request for proposal (rfp) for project implementation & consultancy service issued to the shortlisted consulting firm on 4th may 2016. the 

technical evaluation of rfp (Submission-02) is approved by asian Development Bank (aDB). the financial proposal will be opened immediately.  

fUTURE DEvELOPMENT PLAN:

electricity is the driving force of economy and civilization. all development 
activities are directly or indirectly dependent on it. the trend of generation 
capacity of the country is running behind to meet the prevailing load 
demand of the country and causes hindrance to the development activities 
in industrial, commercial, agricultural and social sectors.

Keeping this view in mind apSCL is continuously working to narrow the 
increasing gap between demand & supply of electricity by optimized utilization 
of the natural gas resources and replacing low efficient, outlive machines.

apSCL will undertake the following projects in near future

 2x660 mW patuakhali Super thermal power plant.
 2x600 mW uttarbango Super thermal power plant.
 80 mW Solar Grid tied power plant.
 450 mW CCpp project in replace of exiting unit-1 & unit-2
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the Board of Directors would like to extend its foremost regards and 
appreciation to the valued Shareholders and other Stakeholders of the 
Company for their persistent support and guidance to the company that led 
to its cumulative achievements. the Board also recognizes that its journey 
to the attainment during the year was possible because of the cooperation, 
positive support and guidance that it had received from the Government 
of Bangladesh, ministry of power, energy and mineral resources, power 
Division, power Cell, economic relations Division, ministry of finance, 
ministry of planning, Bangladesh power Development Board, petro Bangla, 
Bakhrabad Gas Distribution Company Limited and local administration and 
people. accordingly the Board offers its utmost gratitude to them.

I would like to convey our heart-felt gratitude to Consortium of Inelectra 
International aB, Sweden and tSK electronica electricidad S.a., Spain and the 

Consortium of hyundai engineering Company Ltd. & Daewoo International 
Corporation Ltd., hSBC and SCB, the eCa facilities and lenders - hermeS 
Germany, onDD Belgium, CeSCe Spain, mIGa, Banco Bilbao vizcaya argentaria 
S.a., Banco espanol de Credito S.a., Caixa Bank S.a., Kfw Ipex-Bank Gmbh, 
norddeutsche landesbank Girozentrale and K-Sure (Korea trade Insurance 
Corporation)	 and	Korea	Finance	Corporation,	DZ	Bank	AG	 for	 their	 support	
and co-operation in construction and financing 450mW CCpp (South), 225mW 
CCpp  project. asian Development Bank & Islamic Development Bank for 
450mW CCpp (north) & united Group for 200mW modular power plant project.

We also extend to the management and employees its warmest greetings 
and felicitation for being the essential part of apSCL during the year. It was 
theirs’ unrelenting commitment, dedication and diligence throughout the 
year that led to the company achieving the awards and accolades so far. 
We are proud of you all and look forward to your continued support as we 
march ahead to take ashuganj power Station Company Limited further 
forward as a leading player in the power sector of the country.

With Best Wishes 

on behalf of the Board of Directors

Dr. Ahmad Kaikaus
Chairman
ashuganj power Station Company Limited (apSCL)
and
Secretary
power Division, ministry of power energy and mineral resources
Government of the people’s republic of Bangladesh


